Analyses of the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) in 1988 to 1994 found an association of increasing blood lead levels <10 mg/dL with a higher risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality. The potential need to correct blood lead for hematocrit/hemoglobin and adjust for biomarkers for other metals, for example, cadmium and iron, had not been addressed in the previous NHANES III-based studies on blood lead-CVD mortality association.
INTRODUCTION
O ver the last several decades, studies have identified lead as a risk factor for a number of health outcomes, including cardiovascular morbidity, cancer, and renal dysfunction. 1 Associations between blood lead levels and mortality were investigated using data from the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) linked to mortality follow-up through 2006: higher whole blood lead levels were associated with higher all-cause and cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality. 2, 3 The relationship between whole blood lead and CVD mortality may be confounded by anemia since anemia has been found to be associated with increased CVD mortality 4 and may affect whole blood lead levels due to the fact that the majority of lead in blood is in red blood cells. 5 As a result, hematocritcorrected blood lead or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead may be better biomarkers of exposure than whole blood lead. 5 In addition, iron and calcium status may affect lead absorption and confound the lead-mortality association. Exposure to cadmium is also a potential confounder since cigarette smoke, a known causal agent for CVD, contains both lead and cadmium. In prior studies of lead-mortality association based on NHANES III data, there was no adjustment for biomarkers of exposure or body burden of these bivalent metals. There was also no correction of blood lead for hematocrit or hemoglobin. 2, 3 The main aim of this study is to examine the blood leadcardiovascular mortality association with hematocrit/hemoglobin-corrected blood lead using NHANES 1999 to 2010 with mortality follow-up through 2011. As secondary objectives, we assess adjustment for cadmium and other biomarkers on the effect estimates and compare results using hematocrit/ hemoglobin-corrected blood lead to those using whole blood lead. The consideration of hematocrit/hemoglobin and other biomarkers may lead to more accurate estimates for policy decisions.
This study focuses on CVD mortality for a few reasons. CVDs, including diseases of heart, cerebrovascular diseases, and hypertension, are leading causes of death in the U.S., accounting for approximately 30% of deaths. 6 The National Toxicology Program concluded that there is ''sufficient'' evidence of an association between lead exposure below 10 mg/dL and both increased blood pressure and hypertension. 7 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has concluded that lead exposure is causally related to coronary heart disease and hypertension. 8 Yet, epidemiological studies with estimates that allow quantitation of CVD mortality reduction corresponding to a specific magnitude of relative reduction in blood lead still remain scarce.
METHODS

Study Design and Population
We used the 1999 to 2010 NHANES with mortality followup information through 2011. 9 NHANES is conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and designed to assess the health and nutritional status of the civilian, noninstitutionalized U.S. population through interviews and physical examinations. The NHANES uses a complex, multistage, probability sampling design, and certain subgroups are oversampled to improve the precision of estimates. The survey includes an interview at home and a subsequent visit to a mobile examination center. For the six 2-year NHANES data releases from 1999 to 2010, the final response rates for the exam component for adults age 40 years and over ranged from 53.9% to 76.7%. 10 The NCHS Research Ethics Review Board approved NHANES, and all participants aged 17 years and older provided written informed consent. NHANES participants aged 17 years and over were eligible for passive mortality follow-up, which was based on a probabilistic match between NHANES and the National Death Index. 9 There were 20,004 participants in NHANES 1999 to 2010 who underwent the physical examination and blood draw and were age 40 years and over at the time of the physical examination. Of those, 1305 participants had missing laboratory measurements needed for constructing the variables used in the main Cox regression model described later, and an additional 97 participants had missing questionnaire responses. The remaining 18,602 participants formed the analytic sample. A subset of the analytic sample from NHANES 1999 to 2006 (n ¼ 10,264) was used for the analyses involving multiply imputed bone mineral density (BMD) data, which were measured only in 1999 to 2006.
Baseline Data Collection
During the in-home interview, a standardized questionnaire was administered that included information on demographic factors (age, race/Hispanic origin, sex, and education). Race/ethnic groups were: non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, Mexican American, and other (including other Hispanic, other races and ethnicities, and multiracial). Education levels were: less than high school, high school, and college or higher. Census region and level of urbanization were determined based on the county of residence.
At the examination, information on cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption was collected, and a blood specimen was drawn. Hematocrit 11 and hemoglobin 12 were measured immediately. For the 1999 to 2002 survey years, whole blood lead and cadmium were measured using adaptations of the methods of Miller et al, 13 Parsons and Slavin, 14 and Stoeppler and Brandt. 15 Whole blood lead and cadmium were simultaneously measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry in 2003 to 2010. 16 For other biomarkers, there was no change in the methods used across survey periods. Serum iron was measured by the ferrozine colorimetric method adapted for automated analysers. 17 Serum calcium was measured by the methods of Sarkar and Chauhan 18 modified by Baginski et al 19 and adapted for automated analyzers. A detailed description of laboratory procedures and analytical methods for these analytes, as well as serum cotinine and C-reactive protein, is available elsewhere. 20 BMD was measured using dual energy X-ray absorptiometry. 21 Smoking was categorized as never, former, or current, based on both questionnaire response and serum cotinine measurement (''never'' status assigned if reported smoking less than 100 cigarettes during lifetime and ''current'' status assigned if serum cotinine >10 ng/mL irrespective of selfreported status). Alcohol consumption was expressed as the number of alcoholic drinks consumed per week.
The main exposure variables were hematocrit-corrected blood lead and hemoglobin-corrected blood obtained by dividing whole blood lead by hematocrit and hemoglobin, respectively. Each corrected variable was multiplied by the weighted geometric mean of hematocrit or hemoglobin, respectively, in the analytic sample so that the results for the corrected variables would be comparable to those for whole blood lead. The rationale for correcting blood lead for hematocrit or hemoglobin hinges on the facts that more than 99% of whole blood lead exists in red blood cells, and the concentration of red blood cells in whole blood varies across individuals. 5 In lead-induced anemia, a person's lead status could be underestimated by whole blood lead, and such underestimation can be avoided by the use of hematocrit-and hemoglobin-correction. 5 Additional rationale for correcting blood lead for hematocrit or hemoglobin is provided in eAppendix (Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583). Results for the hematocrit and hemoglobin corrected blood lead variables were compared to those for uncorrected whole blood.
Mortality Follow-Up
Participants were followed up for mortality from the date of the physical examination through December 31, 2011. Participants without a match in a death record were considered alive through this date. Participants who died of causes other than CVD were censored at the time of death. CVD deaths were identified with International Classification of Diseases revision 10 codes I00-I99 on death certificates.
Statistical Methods
We fit Cox proportional hazard regression to the analytic sample to model the association between blood lead and CVD mortality using age during the follow-up as the time scale. The use of age, instead of elapsed time since enrollment to the cohort, as time scale has been recommended by Korn et al (1997) 22 and implemented in previous NHANES-based longitudinal studies. 2, 3 Each of the 3 blood lead measures were included in separate Cox models as a main exposure variable: hematocrit-corrected blood lead; hemoglobin-corrected blood lead; and (uncorrected) whole blood lead. These, as well as other right-skewed variables (blood cadmium and C-reactive protein), were log-transformed to be used in Cox regression. The main measures of association used were hazard ratios, which are also referred to as relative risks.
For each of the 3 blood lead measures, results based on a fully adjusted Cox model with covariates of basic demographic factors (race/Hispanic origin and sex), non-lead biomarkers (blood cadmium, serum iron, serum C-reactive protein, and serum calcium), smoking, education, and alcohol intake were reported. For hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead, results from 9 additional models with varying degrees of adjustment were reported to illustrate the nature of the confounding due to nonlead biomarkers. To facilitate interpretation, each model was assigned a code consisting of a letter and number: a letter designating the blood lead variable (''A'' for hematocrit-corrected/adjusted lead, ''B'' for hemoglobin-corrected/adjusted blood lead, and ''C'' for whole blood lead) and a number differentiating the degree of adjustment/correction (''1'' for a fully adjusted model). In 6 of the 9 additional models (A2-A7, B1-B7, and C1-C7), 1 or 2 nonlead biomarkers were dropped from the fully adjusted model. Models A8, B8, and C8, which included BMD in addition to the covariates in a fully adjusted model, were fit to a subset of the analytic sample (1999-2006 survey periods) because of the aforementioned limited data availability. Models A9 and B9, which used whole blood lead in place of corrected blood lead, were adjusted for all other covariates used in the fully adjusted model as well as for hematocrit or hemoglobin, respectively, by including either as one of the covariates. Models A0, B0, and C0 are minimally adjusted with no adjustment for nonlead metal biomarkers. Results from interim models are included in eTable 2, http:// links.lww.com/MD/A583 (Supplemental Digital Content, http:// links.lww.com/MD/A583). Multiple linear regression models with adjustment for all covariates included in the fully adjusted Cox regression models were used to describe associations between metal biomarkers and corrected blood lead. Our analyses accounted for the complex survey design of NHANES 23 using the svy suite of Stata version 13 (College Station, TX). 24 Continuous independent variables, except for alcohol consumption, were initially entered into Cox regression as 5 knot natural spline terms using cut-offs of weighted percentiles at 5, 25, 50, 75, and 95% in order to explore possible nonlinearity in their association with CVD mortality. Nonlinearity of association was tested by a Wald test for coefficients of nonlinear spline terms. Alcohol consumption was modeled using a quadratic function.
As mentioned earlier, some participants were not included in the analytic sample due to missing covariates. We performed a sensitivity analysis to examine whether the participants with blood lead measurements who were outside of the analytic sample (n ¼ 435) had a blood lead-CVD mortality association different from the analytic sample (n ¼ 18,602) using Cox regression models with hematocrit-or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead interacted with an indicator for the ''outside'' sample and a minimum set of covariates (sex and race/Hispanic origin). There was little evidence that the sample outside of the analytic sample had different blood lead-CVD mortality associations; the difference expressed as ratios of relative risks (out-ofanalytic-sample vs analytic-sample) were 1.35 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.20-9.34) and 1.30 (0.19-8.96), respectively, for hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead.
RESULTS
Characteristics by blood lead categories are summarized in Table 1 . Compared with the previously reported NHANES III cohort (for which baseline data were collected in 1988-1994), 2 a lower proportion of participants had whole blood lead levels greater than 10 mg/dL, reflecting the secular decline reported for the U.S. population. [25] [26] [27] There were 985 CVD deaths with a median follow-up time of 6.2 years in the analytic sample.
The log-transformed hematocrit-corrected blood lead and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead were highly correlated (correlation coefficient, 0.999, eTable 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583). These variables were also strongly correlated with whole blood lead, but to a slightly lesser degree (0.985 and 0.984, respectively).
Sex, race/Hispanic origin, education level, smoking, and alcohol intake were correlated with blood lead (Table 1) . These variables were associated with cardiovascular mortality in preliminary analyses, and are, therefore, included in subsequent models. Census region and urban status of county of residence were not associated with cardiovascular mortality.
Shown in Table 2 are relative risks (or associated P-values for serum iron and serum calcium) from multiple models including those from the 3 fully adjusted models for hematocrit-corrected lead (model A1) and hemoglobin-corrected lead (model B1) with adjustment for metal biomarkers (blood cadmium, serum iron, and serum calcium). Relative risks for metal biomarkers from the fully adjusted hematocrit-corrected blood model (model A1) are depicted in Figure 1 . Results from whole blood-based models (ie, no correction nor adjustment for hematocrit or hemoglobin) are also shown in Table 2 . Additional results from models with just 1 nonlead biomarker are shown in eTable 2, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583 (Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583). Generally, results are similar for hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead, and the description below focuses mostly on results based on hematocrit-corrected blood lead levels.
Log-transformed hemoglobin-corrected blood lead and hematocrit-corrected blood lead were linearly associated with CVD mortality. Using the fully adjusted models (A1 and B1), relative risks for CVD mortality associated with 10-fold increases for hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood were estimated to be 1.44 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.05-1.98) and 1.46 (1.06-2.01), respectively. Compared to the relative risks for these 2 corrected blood lead measures, the corresponding relative risk for whole blood lead (1.27, 95%CI: 0.91-1.78) was closer to one and its CI included one (model C1). For each of the 3 blood lead variables, a 10-fold increase roughly corresponds to a shift from the 2.5th percentile to 97.5th percentile of the respective blood lead variable, allowing direct comparisons among the 3 corresponding relative risks. There was little evidence for nonlinear association between any of these log-transformed blood lead measures and CVD mortality; P-values for nonlinearity were 0.97, 0.97, and 0.81, respectively, for hemoglobin-corrected blood lead, hematocrit-corrected blood lead, and whole blood lead.
Log-transformed blood cadmium was linearly associated with CVD mortality ( Table 2) . Serum iron and serum calcium had a U-shaped association with CVD mortality (Fig. 1) .
Relative risks for blood lead from the models with whole blood lead and adjustment for hematocrit or hemoglobin (A9 and B9) were close to the relative risk from the whole bloodbased model with adjustment for other metal biomarkers (C1) with CIs including one and were attenuated compared to the relative risks from the models with hematocrit or hemoglobin correction (A1 and B1). Other relative risks for whole blood lead (models C0 and C2-C8) were attenuated compared to the relative risks for hematocrit-or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead and were often accompanied by a CI including 1.
The patterns of change in the relative risk estimates when not adjusting for a covariate(s) were similar for the 2 corrected blood lead measures. Not adjusting for either blood cadmium (models A2 and B2) or serum iron (models A3 and B3), or both (models A6 and B6), was accompanied by higher relative risks for hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead. Similar patterns of changes in estimates were seen for whole blood-based models (C1-C8). Although removing serum iron alone (models A3 and B3) resulted in a noticeable upward shift in the relative risks for blood lead, removing C-reactive protein alone (models A4 and B4) did not substantially change the relative risks for blood lead (Table 2) . When both serum iron and C-reactive protein were removed, the estimated relative risks for blood lead were similar to the results from the models without serum iron alone (model A7 vs A3 and B7 vs B3). These change-in-estimate patterns are consistent with known associations and suggest that blood cadmium and serum iron, but not C-reactive protein, may confound the lead-CVD mortality association.
Examination of eTable 2, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583 (Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583) and fully adjusted results in Table 2 revealed that adjusting for cadmium alone, without adjusting for other metal biomarkers, resulted in the greatest shift of blood lead relative risks toward the fully adjusted blood lead relative risks. Cadmium-adjusted blood lead relative risks, however, were still appreciably higher than the fully adjusted counterparts. That is, adjusting for cadmium alone was important but not sufficient.
Adjustment for serum calcium (model A5 [B5] vs A1 [B1]) and further adjustment for BMD (model A8 [B8] vs A1
[B1]) did not result in appreciable changes in relative risks for hematocrit-and hemoglobin-corrected blood lead compared to the fully adjusted models, indicating calcium status was not operating as a strong confounder for the observed blood lead-CVD mortality association. Serum calcium had a U-shaped association with hematocrit-corrected blood lead (eFigure 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/ A583).
DISCUSSION
With adjustment for demographic factors and some important potential confounders, we observed a positive association between hematocrit-or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead and CVD mortality with estimated relative risks of 1.44 and 1.46, respectively, per 10-fold increase in corrected blood lead. The associations were linear in terms of relative changes in hematocrit-or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead with little evidence for nonlinearity. Two previous studies based on NHANES III baseline data and mortality follow-up showed that whole blood lead was associated with mortality outcomes in a nonmonotonic manner. Specifically, Menke et al 3 observed that all-cause mortality, myocardial infarction mortality, and cancer mortality changed per a function of whole blood lead, with a negative slope when whole blood lead levels <2 mg/dL, a positive slope when whole blood lead >¼2 and <5 mg/dL, then a negative slope when >5 mg/dL. Schober et al 2 observed a z Geometric mean. The rest of statistics labeled as ''mean'' are arithmetic means. § Based on a mean of five imputed values for survey periods 1999 to 2006. Sample sizes were: All (n ¼ 10,264); whole blood lead level <5 mg/dL (n ¼ 9504); 5 mg/dL <¼ whole blood lead level <10 mg/dL (n ¼ 646); whole blood lead level > ¼ 10 mg/dL (n ¼ 114). similar pattern with the lowest risk of all-cause mortality at a whole blood lead level of approximately 3 mg/dL, yet they did not see a negative slope at the highest levels. The subtle differences in these results are likely due to variations in statistical adjustments. Neither of these 2 studies included graphical presentation of the lead-CVD mortality relationship nor formal assessment of nonlinearity of the relationship. As such, our finding on the linearity of association between whole blood lead and CVD mortality cannot be compared directly. Nonetheless, in our study the confidence interval for the estimated slope for the linear whole blood lead-CVD mortality association with adjustment for nonlead biomarkers (model C1) included the null value of 1, indicating only a weak association at best.
There has been a continuing debate over whether hematocrit and hemoglobin correction is appropriate for studies of blood lead. 28 Hemoglobin or hematocrit ''correction'' is not exactly the same as a corresponding (statistical) ''adjustment''. To contrast the 2 different approaches, we use ''correction'' to mean dividing whole blood lead by hemoglobin (or hematocrit) and using the resultant ratio-type variable as a single leadrelated predictor in the right-hand side of a regression. In an alternative approach of ''adjustment,'' both whole blood lead and red blood cell concentration (hemoglobin or hematocrit) are included in the right-hand side of a regression. In the present application, if red blood cell concentration acted as an intermediate variable in the causal pathway between exposure to lead and mortality then the lead exposure's effects would have Relative risk per 10-fold increase and its 95% CI presented unless otherwise indicated. Adjusted for sex, race/Hispanic origin, smoking, and alcohol consumption. CI ¼ confidence interval, NHANES ¼ National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Ã Each model is given a code for easy reference in the text. y Modeled using natural spline therefore no single summary hazard ratio can be presented. Instead P-values for the set of natural spline terms are presented.
z Relative risk per unit (g/cm 2 ) increase and its 95% CI presented. § Models A1 and B1 were fully adjusted and fit to the analytic sample. jj Models A8 and B8 were fit to a subset of the analytic sample due to limited availability for multiply imputed bone mineral density data. ô Whole blood lead. # Relative risk per 10% increase in hematocrit and its 95% CI. ÃÃ Relative risk per 10% increase in hemoglobin and its 95% CI.
been absorbed into the coefficient representing the association between low red blood concentration and mortality. In fact, we found that the hematocrit/hemoglobin-adjusted relative risks for whole blood lead were attenuated compared to the corresponding relative risks for hematocrit/hemoglobin-corrected blood lead. We also observed that the relative risks for whole blood were attenuated, presumably because of uncontrolled confounding due to antecedent anemia (or subclinical reduction in red blood cells). Interestingly, the fully adjusted relative risks for hematocrit-or hemoglobin-corrected blood lead are close to the relative risk for whole blood lead without adjustment for nonlead biomarkers, that is, the estimate without justifiable correction or adjustment (see the rest of Discussion) because not correcting for red blood cell concentration and not adjusting for nonlead metal biomarkers bias blood lead relative risks in the opposite directions. The comparison of the results from models with varying adjustment for biomarkers closely related to lead exposure and absorption indicated the importance of adjusting for blood cadmium and iron status in assessing the lead-CVD mortality association. As shown in the Results, when one or both of these variables were dropped from the fully adjusted models (models A2, A3, and A6 in Table 2 ), higher relative risks were observed for hematocrit-corrected blood lead. Similar patterns were seen for hemoglobin-corrected blood lead (models B2, B3, and B6). Neither of the 2 previous NHANES III studies on lead-mortality association adjusted for cadmium or iron. 2, 3 Our analysis is adjusted crudely for exposure to tobacco smoke by a 3-category smoking status variable, and so the observed blood cadmium relative risks should be interpreted to represent a mixture of presumed effects of nontobacco sources of cadmium exposure and smoking intensity within former and current smokers.
Iron deficiency is known to cause increased absorption of lead, 29 and iron deficiency and anemia (often induced by iron deficiency) are risk factors for CVD mortality. 4, 30 Preferred biomarkers of iron status such as ferritin, soluble transferrin receptor, and body iron 31 were not measured in some of the NHANES cycles studied. Consequently, we used serum iron, although it has a known limitation of being influenced by inflammation (serum iron decreases in the presence of inflammation). 32 In order to keep the serum iron-CVD mortality association from reflecting the direct inflammation-CVD mortality association not mediated through serum iron, we examined a marker of inflammation, serum C-reactive protein. The observed change-in-estimate patterns for the blood lead relative risk as well as associations between serum iron and Creactive protein indicate that C-reactive protein was not operating as a strong confounder in the lead-CVD mortality association and the lead-CVD mortality association was not mediated through inflammation as represented by C-reactive protein.
Serum calcium also was suspected to be a potential confounder for the lead-CVD mortality association based on previous findings. Investigations of the association between serum calcium and whole blood lead have produced mixed results, and the reported positive associations could have arisen from confounding due to factors such as socioeconomic status. 33 On the other hand, most, if not all, recent studies have reported positive associations between serum calcium and CVD risk. 34 In the current study, extremely low and high serum calcium levels were associated with slightly higher hematocrit-corrected blood lead (eFigure 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/MD/A583) and with higher CVD mortality ( Fig. 1) , showing different patterns from the monotonic relationship seen in other studies. 34 Nonetheless, the small changes in the blood lead relative risks after removing serum calcium from the fully adjusted models indicated that serum calcium was not operating as a strong confounder in the lead-CVD mortality association. We also examined BMD, a proxy for long-term calcium status. The relative risks for blood lead from the models with the BMD data (models A8 and B8) did not deviate appreciably from relative risks estimated in the fully adjusted models (A1 and B1), indicating that BMD was not a strong confounder for lead-CVD mortality association. Higher BMD was associated with lower CVD mortality, showing consistency with previously published results. 35 Lead exposure could adversely affect BMD. 36 Therefore, BMD may operate as a variable in causal pathway, and adjustment for BMD may induce bias toward the null. However, there was little indication of BMD operating as a variable in causal pathway as the observed blood lead relative risks from models A8 and B8 were not shifted toward the null compared to models A2 and B2.
Our analysis contributes to the understanding of the effects of blood lead levels less than 10 mg/dL on CVD. Correcting blood lead for hematocrit or hemoglobin resulted in the upward shifts in the relative risks. Adjusting blood lead for hematocrit or hemoglobin, on the other hand, yielded attenuated relative risks. There was little statistical evidence for nonlinearity in the lead-CVD mortality association, thus the estimates of relative risk can be used for a direct, simple estimation of mortality reduction associated with a specific degree of hypothetical reduction in blood lead. Results obtained with varying degrees of adjustment indicated that adjustments for cadmium exposure and iron status help avoid overestimating the effects of lead while results obtained with correction, adjustment, or neither for a red blood cell concentration measure (hematocrit or hemoglobin) indicated that the correction is justified and helps avoid underestimating the effects of lead.
